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Bill Harrison, Tom Miller, Darryl Lipscomb
Bow to the partner, bow to the corner, circle left.
Ladies center men sashay, circle, ladies center men sashay.
Allemande left, alamo style and balance, swing thru, right and left
grand.
Heads square thru 4, Touch ¼, follow your neighbor and spread.
Ladies trade, swing thru, boys run, girls hinge, diamond circulate.
Cut the diamond, bend the line, reverse flutter wheel, ½ sashay,
Right and left grand.
Sides square thru 4, single circle to a wave, boys trade, boys run.
Couples circulate, chain down the line, pass the ocean, all circulate
Swing thru, acey deucey, Right and left grand.
Heads lead right, circle to a line, Touch ¼, co ordinate, ½ tag,
Follow your neighbor, left swing thru, spin the top, recycle,
Girls walk, boys dodge, girls run, pass thru, wheel and deal, centers
star thru, Home.
Sides pass the ocean, ping pong circulate, extend, swing thru,
Girls fold, peel the top, grand swing thru, hinge, circulate, girls run,
Pass thru, Right and left grand.
Heads pass the ocean, ping pong circulate, extend, explode and right
and left thru, dixie style to a wave, boys trade, girls run, girls trade,
Couples circulate, ferris wheel, double pass thru, track 2, explode and
square thru 4, trade by, left allemande, right and left grand.
Sides right and left thru, and courtesy turn a full turn, sides cloverleaf
Heads right and left thru, heads veer left and crossfire,
Centers walk and dodge, slide thru and roll, pass thru, trade by,
Pass thru, right and left grand.
Heads ladies chain, Sides pass the ocean, ping pong circulate, extend
Swing thru, acey deucey, boys run, couples circulate, bend the line

Pass thru, wheel and deal, centers right and left thru, double pass
thru, lead couple partner trade, square thru 3, trade by
Allemande left, Right and left grand.
Heads pass thru, separate around 1 to a line, all pass thru,
Wheel and deal, girls square thru 3, boys courtesy turn the girls.
Pass thru, wheel and deal, centers square thru 3, split the outsides
Around 1, come into the middle, and bow to the partner, and whoa
right there!
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Heads wheel thru, Pass and roll, Explode the wave, Wheel and deal,
Boys belles walk, Beaus dodge, Boys left ¼ thru, Boys explode the
wave, All left touch ¼, Slip, Trade circulate, Switch the wave, Couples
Circulate, Bend the line and roll, Peel and trail, All 8 circulate, Switch
the wave, Girls scoot back, Couples circulate, Turn and deal, R&L
grand.
Heads Pair Off, Right & Left Thru, Veer Left, 3/4 Tag The Line,
Horseshoe Turn, Girls As Couples All Turn Thru, Clover & Pass And
Roll, Boys 1/4 Thru, Extend, 1/4 Thru, Explode The Wave, Wheel And
Deal, Centers Partner Trade & Roll, Home
Heads pass thru, Separate around 1 to a line, Touch ¼, Triple scoot,
Transfer the column, Pass and roll your neighbor and spread, Boys
trade, Swing thru, All circulate, Boys circulate, Swing thru, Switch to a
diamond, Girls trade with a right hand, Flip the diamond, Swing thru,
Scoot and weave, ¼ thru, Scoot and weave, Explode the wave, Wheel
and deal, Centers right and left thru, Zoom, Centers step to a wave,
Ping pong circulate, Center 4 slip, and Slide thru, Home.
Heads touch ¼, Girls touch ¼, All boys run around the girls, As girls
split circulate, Boys track 2, Girls ½ zoom, All diamond circulate,
Flip the diamond, All circulate, Explode the wave, Wheel and deal,
Zoom, Centers pass the ocean & Recycle, Home.
Heads pass the ocean & Swing thru, Centers explode the wave,
Separate around 1 to a line, Right and left thru, Flutter wheel & sweep
¼, All veer left, Couples circulate, Chain down the line, Pass the
ocean, All circulate, Swing thru, Switch to an hourglass, Hourglass
circulate, Boys start a double flip the diamond, Lock it, Hinge,
All circulate, Boys run, Slide thru, Square thru 3, Wheel & deal,
Centers girls walk, Boys dodge, Centers counter rotate, Center girls
run left, Home.
Sides pass thru, Separate around 1 to a line, Touch ¼, Triple scoot,

Transfer the column, Scoot and weave, Explode the wave, Prefer the
end boys for an out roll circulate, Pass the ocean, Swing thru, Girls
fold, Peel the top, Square thru 3, Allemande left.

Couples 1 & 2 ½ sashay, Heads swing thru & roll,
Heads double pass thru,
Split the outsides & go around same sex, to a line
Load the boat, Slide thru, leaders trade, Grand swing thru,
Spin the top & spread, Allemande left.
Sides pass the ocean, Explode the wave, Separate around 1
to a line, Load the boat, all do the centers part Load the
boat, Wheel and deal, Boys in the center Swing thru,
Extend, ¼ thru, All circulate, Swing thru, Switch to a
diamond, Flip the diamond, Bow to the partner & whoa!
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Heads pass the ocean, Swing & Circle ½, Linear action, Switch the wave,
Couples circulate, Bend the line, Right & left thru, Dixie sashay, leads single
wheel, girls jay walk, those facing pass thru and that girl u turn back,
Wave base triangle scoot back, those facing touch ¼, Others start ¼ thru,
Swing thru, Switch the wave, couples circulate, Bend the line, Pass the ocean,
Tally ho, Swing the fractions, Slip, Right & left grand.
Sides pass thru, Vertical tag, Both go right around 1 to a line, Touch ¼,
Split recycle, Lock it, Switch to a diamond, Boys distorted wave lock it to a
normal wave, Center boys and the girls you’re facing pass thru, Centers
crossfire, Others concentric shakedown, Centers ¼ thru, Extend, In roll
circulate, Explode the wave, Bend the line, All tally ho, Boys run, Couples
circulate, Girls circulate, Ferris wheel, Centers with the flow, Centers counter
rotate, Center boys run, Home.
Sides pass thru & Left shakedown, Heads press out, Right and left thru,
Dixie style to a wave, Boys follow thru, Siamese diamond circulate, Girls peel &
Trail, Boys single wheel, Girls swing thru, Cut the diamond, Boys run, Couples
circulate, Ferris wheel, Centers pass the ocean, Centers explode slide thru,
Home.
Sides pass thru, Separate around 2 to a line, Right and left thru, Flutter wheel,
Pass thru, Chase your neighbor & Spread, Slither, Couples circulate, Cross roll to
a wave, Lock it, Hinge, Triple scoot, Grand follow your neighbor, Explode the
wave, The axle, Pass thru, Tag the line, Face in, Touch ¼, Triple scoot,

Checkover, Couples circulate, Bend the line, Pass thru, Shake down, Boys
Shakedown, Boys start square chain the top, Ends cross fold, Touch ¼, Slip,
Swing thru, Boys run, Slide thru, Pass thru, Right roll to a wave, Right & Left
Grand.
Sides wheel fan thru, Circle by ¼ by triple trade, Grand swing thru, Ah so,
Slip, Ah so, Circulate, Tandem follow thru, Crossover circulate, Cross roll to a
wave, Lock it, Lock it again, Circulate, Slip, Turn thru, Allemande left.
Sides pass thru & Vertical ½ tag, Heads separate & Touch ¼, Circulate,
Girls phantom O circulate 1, Distorted waves of 3 inroll circulate, Boys facing
out & the girl you see jay walk, Center 4 ¼ thru, Lone boys ¼ right, Lone girls
½ press ahead, Center diamond cut the diamond, Outsides single wheel,
Diamond circulate, Cut the diamond, Ferris wheel, Girls square thru 3, Left
touch ¼, Trade circulate, Swing thru, Switch the wave, Circulate, Chain down
the line, Slide thru, Pass thru, Left allemande.
Sides vertical tag, Both go left around 1 to a line, Pass thru, Wheel & deal,
Girls swing thru, Scoot and plenty but split circulate 3, Extend, Slip, Boys trade,
Pass thru, Turn & deal, Centers step to a wave, Ping pong circulate,
Centers slide thru, Home.

